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Microsoft IIS 6.0: Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2003
This precise pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for the day-to-day  administration of Web servers running Microsoft Information Services (IIS) 6.0.  Zero in on core IIS support procedures and everyday tasks using quick-reference  tables, step-by-step instructions, and lists. You get the focused, streamlined  information you need to...
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Producing Video Podcasts: A Guide for Media ProfessionalsFocal Press, 2008

	Put the video podcast medium to work for you and your clients with a winning formula. Know how video podcasts work and every facet of what it takes to produce a professional-quality program that will meet every criterion for success. The authors are seasoned video production pros that have been on the crest of the video podcasting wave as it...
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Beginning Ethical Hacking with Kali Linux: Computational Techniques for Resolving Security IssuesApress, 2018

	
		
			Get started in white-hat ethical hacking using Kali Linux. This book starts off by giving you an overview of security trends, where you will learn the OSI security architecture. This will form the foundation for the rest of Beginning Ethical Hacking with Kali Linux. With the theory out of the way, you’ll...
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C# Programmer's CookbookMicrosoft Press, 2003
Next time you hit the wall with a tough C# development problem, get the code behind the solution—and solve it the right way. The C# Programmer’s Cookbook provides at-a-glance reference to hundreds of C# and Microsoft .NET Framework programming scenarios using a concise, problem/solution format. The book’s organized so...
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Installing and Administering Linux, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
An indispensable working resource for IT professionals moving to Linux-based network systems
More and more companies are now using Linux as their server operating system of choice. That’s because the costs are lower, there’s a greater amount of flexibility, and the code is much more reliable. As a result, there is a bigger demand...
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Marketing Through Search Optimization: How to be found on the webButterworth-Heinemann, 2003
Search engine placement has become a key task for those engaged in website marketing because: 

* Good positioning in search engines/directories dramatically increases visitor traffic. 
* Optimizing search engine ranking is the most important and cost effective way of marketing a website. 
* Customers use search engines more...
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Murach's HTML, XHTML, and CSS (Web Programming)Mike Murach & Associates, 2010

	If you have anything to do with web development, you should know how to use HTML. XHTML, and CSS the modern, professional way. That's true if you want to become a web designer. That's true for web designers who still use tables for page layout when they should be using CSS. That's true for JavaScript programmers. And that's...
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The Complete Guide to Day Trading: A Practical Manual From a Professional Day Trading CoachBookSurge Publishing, 2008

	Do you want to be a day trader?


	Every day, millions of dollars change hands in the markets, presenting the perfect opportunity for people just like you to make significant money and profits through the art of day trading.


	But here's the question: is day trading right for you? And, if it is, how do you get...
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Professional C# 2005 (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2005
C# and .NET are set to revolutionize the way that you write programs. Updated for .NET Framework 2.0 and Visual Studio® 2005, this bestselling book will give you the tools to program in C#, while also providing you with the necessary background in how the .NET architecture works.
You'll first explore the fundamentals of C#, including its...
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Search Engine Advertising : Buying Your Way to the Top to Increase Sales (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2004
Create an effective search engine advertising strategy to make  sure you get the most bang for your buck!

	
    Discover how to effectively buy a top position on major search  engines, avoid common pitfalls such as poor-performing ad copy, and evaluate and  correct low visitor-to-buyer...
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Active Directory CookbookO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Take the guesswork out of deploying, administering, and automating Active Directory. With hundreds of proven recipes, the updated edition of this popular cookbook provides quick, step-by-step solutions to common (and not so common) problems you might encounter when working with Microsoft’s network directory service.

	...
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Boost C++ Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Boost libraries are developed by professionals, tested on multiple platforms and processor architectures, and contain reliable solutions for a wide range of tasks. This Cookbook takes you on a journey of simplifying the process of application development and guides you through writing perfect applications fast.


	"Boost C++...
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